Rowan Wymark AC '85 wrote "I am still soldiering on here in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Since I retired I've been getting involved in various community affairs and so am keeping busy. I was hoping to make it to reunion this year, but of course none of us will be. I'm treasuring the renewed friendships I've made with various former classmates. Facebook is in so many ways a silly thing, but it is great for finding long lost friends."

Sybil Gordon AC '92 in May 2020 described her Life in the Time of Coronavirus in San Francisco. "I am happy (to be healthy and alive), relaxed (because all our scheduled appointments are cancelled), grateful for the Senior Shopping Hours at the Safeway (despite the fact that COVID-19 early on attacked their Distribution Center so the store shelves were bare), able to order online (delivery dates keep changing), unhappy because SF Ballet, ACT, Berkeley Rep, BroadwaySF, SFMOMA and the CJM are closed, though I've seen three plays and several ballet performances online. I've become a Zoomer and did a family Seder on Zoom. I had a very good and busy birthday in April with daughters and grandchildren on Zoom, along with calls from old friends (high school, Parsons and Smith). But just when I thought I was home free, a kidney stone prompted a visit to the ER early in May. I'm fine now, and continue to enjoy walking every day on the Embarcadero which is almost empty during the week as everyone is working from home. Virtual reunion. Virtual commencement. This will be a time to remember."

Anne McNeill AC '92 is looking for YOU to replace her as Ada Class Secretary! This is a thrilling volunteer position, with the potential of communicating with thousands of Ada alumnae. Of course, only a few ever respond to the request for Class Notes, but a new Class Secretary could bring fresh inspiration for extracting bits of news. It has been gratifying to make connections with many of you across our mighty class. I have enjoyed almost every minute but am willing to turn the Class Notes over to someone else.

Erin Molloy AC '09 spent the pandemic balancing full time work with homeschooling, gardening, contemplating getting a second dog, and planning the Ada Class virtual reunion. "While we are sad to miss seeing everyone on campus, we're looking forward to connecting with our classmates more frequently online."

Lori Harris, AC '11 wrote that when the pandemic required transferring her work to a total online environment working from home, her time in front of her computer was greatly increased. As the Director of the Health Sciences Library at the University of Cincinnati, Lori also worked with colleagues to collect and deliver N95 masks to the medical personnel at the University of Cincinnati's College of Medicine. For fun and relaxation Lori participated in Zoom, WebEx and Teams happy hours, wedding receptions and baby showers with friends, family members and
classmates from Smith. She encourages everyone to find ways to stay healthy, stay focused and stay connected to family and friends during this time.